The aim of the current study was to inform ongoing attempts to identify clinically meaningful subcategories of auditory verbal hallucination (AVH), and to evaluate evidence that might pertain to the suitability of current psychological interventions for people with bipolar disorder (BD) who experience psychotic symptoms. 
| INTRODUCTION
The frequency at which the positive symptoms of psychosis are reported within the acute mood episodes of bipolar disorder (BD) (mania, depression and mixed states) has in some studies been found to be almost comparable to the rates observed in schizophrenia (SCZ).
1 Indeed, across jurisdictions, individuals with a diagnosis of BD make up a sizeable proportion of hospital admissions following a psychotic episode. 2, 3 Alongside this issue of prevalence, recent research trends have contributed to a rise in studies specifically investigating auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs) and their relationship to other symptoms in BD. First, mental health research has moved towards increased scrutiny of psychiatric symptoms as they occur across diagnoses. 4 Once considered pathognomic for SCZ, the experience of AVH, in some form, has now been evidenced in other physical and mental health conditions, and in those without a need for mental health care. 5, 6 A comprehensive explanation of psychotic phenomena will therefore entail a detailed understanding of the differentiating characteristics across diagnostic classifications.
7
Second, there has been a concerted effort within hallucinations research to improve existing subcategorizations of AVH. 8 Voice-hearing experiences are acknowledged for their incredible complexity and diversity. 9 Hence, AVHs may be categorized at several different levels, e.g. phenomenology, cognition, neurology, aetiology, treatment response, diagnosis or a voice hearer's own interpretations. 8 However, the International Hallucination Research Network has given some priority to the advance of more clinically meaningful phenomenological taxonomies, as research has highlighted the shortcomings of previous attempts. 10 For example, Schneider's first rank symptoms (FRS), (e.g. voices conversing in the third person or the belief that one's thoughts are being controlled by an outside force) have been found to predict reliably neither a diagnosis of SCZ nor the need for care. 11, 12 The utility of mood congruence criteria, used to distinguish psychotic features experienced in BD from SCZ and to determine prognosis in both main operational diagnostic manuals (DSM-V, American Psychiatric Association, APA, 2013; ICD-10, World
Health Organisation, 1992), also continues to be debated.
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The potential benefits of advancing research into AVHs and their correlates in BD are several. Lack of sophistication in phenotypic subcategories of AVH has been identified as a key barrier to the progress of aetiological neurocognitive research. 14 To facilitate better mapping of evidence obtained at different levels of analysis (e.g. neurobiological, cognitive and behavioural), the National Institute for Mental Health's Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDoC) initiative has provided a framework of transdiagnostic dimensions within which to organize and harmonize research. 4 Initial attempts to generate more meaningful phenomenological subtypes of AVH have been consistent with this RDoC approach and they offer the hope of improved integration of research findings. 8 However, these more recently proposed phenomenological subtyping systems have still been restricted by a lack of reliable data on the characteristics of AVH outside of SCZ spectrum populations. 15 In order to avoid potential bias in developing models of AVH, phenomenological information derived from other populations will need to be assessed and assimilated. 16, 17 Specifically, within BD, the study of AVH has the potential to reveal valuable insights into the contribution of affective and emotional state characteristics to the frequency and qualities of the experience. 18 Continuing to consider the relationship of AVH to other symptoms in BD, such as delusions, may also prevent reductionist subtyping systems from diverting attention away from meaningful connections between hallucinations as perceptual disturbances and higher order cognitive processes. 8 A second important reason for advancing research into psychotic symptoms in BD is the potential to inform decision-making regarding differential diagnosis. Diversity in the symptoms experienced by people, particularly in the earlier stages of illness, can contribute to misdiagnosis or under-diagnosis of BD, 19, 20 whereas a clearer picture of the characteristics of psychotic symptoms as they might be experienced in BD could improve the rigour of clinical assessment and diagnosis. 21 Alternatively, research into AVH and delusions in BD might contribute to refinements in newer conceptualizations of the relationship between BD and SCZ spectrum conditions, which depart from categorical diagnosis (e.g. continuum approaches). 22, 23 However, the ultimate aim of research into the AVH phenomenon in BD is to better the care and treatment that can be offered to individuals with potentially very distressing experiences. It has long been recognized that psychotic phenomena are not always experienced negatively by individuals, nor judged negatively by social communities. [24] [25] [26] Yet within the context of SCZ they are reported to be amongst the most debilitating aspects of illness. 27 Individual interpretations of AVH in BD are yet to be systematically examined.
Psychotic experiences may or may not be appraised negatively by individuals with BD, and beliefs about AVH might differ depending on mood state. 18, 28 Given the high rates of (potentially psychotic) relapse in BD and associated costs to the individual and society, there are important benefits that might be derived from a better understanding of responses to psychotic phenomena in BD and their potential impact on the longer term course of illness.
29
Current international treatment guidelines specify the prescription of antipsychotic medication or electroconvulsive therapy for people with BD who experience psychotic symptoms within acute mood episodes. [30] [31] [32] Psychosocial interventions are indicated as an adjunctive therapy, principally in the treatment of bipolar depression and during the maintenance, as opposed to acute or early stages. 32 Evidence supports a range of interventions, including cognitive behavioural, interpersonal and family therapies, in managing residual depressive symptoms, relapse and general social functioning, but not psychotic symptoms. [30] [31] [32] Indeed, the evidence base for targeted, specific psychosocial interventions for people with BD is still developing. 31 The prospect of better phenomenological subtyping systems and subsequent models of AVH leading to improvements in neurobiological treatments for BD is likely a distant one. However, a more nuanced understanding of the experience of AVH and delusions in BD might bring nearer term improvements to recommended psychological interventions. At the very least, further study could inform ongoing assessment of the requirement for, and suitability of, existing voice-hearing interventions, developed within SCZ and psychosis populations, for people with BD who experience hallucinations.
33

| AIMS OF THE REVIEW
This review is intended to update and extend previous critiques of studies investigating psychotic symptoms in BD. [34] [35] [36] [37] The literature was examined to assess how the characteristics of AVH and delusions, as well as their relationship with one another, might change across the acute mood episodes in BD. Specific consideration was also given to available information on the clinical and cognitive correlates of AVH and delusions, to inform ongoing evaluation of the generalizability of developing psychological interventions for individuals with BD who experience psychotic symptoms.
| METHOD
The review was conducted and reported with reference to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines (PRISMA). 
| Search strategy
Titles and abstracts were searched. Database-specific Boolean search strings were created using variants of the following key terms: "mania" or "hypomania" or "bipolar" or "manic depression" or "affective psychos$ AND hallucinat$" or "delusion". Full database-specific search strings are provided in Appendix A.
| Inclusion criteria
Studies were included if they met the following criteria. 
| Data extraction
To examine the main review questions, all results relating to the structure or content of AVH and delusions, as well as associations between these symptoms, were recorded. Study sample details were also noted, including BD subtype (type I or II) and any information reported about participant mood state relative to the expression of psychotic symptoms. Additional main findings relating to the clinical or cognitive correlates of AVH or delusions were extracted to inform a narrative synthesis to guide future research.
F I G U R E 1 Number of papers identified in the search and selection process. AVH, auditory verbal hallucination; BD, bipolar disorder
| Quality assessment
To inform evaluations of the comparability of results, measurement instruments used to assess psychotic symptoms were recorded from included studies. Some key strengths and weaknesses in the experimental design were also noted.
| RESULTS
Details of the search and selection process are shown in Figure 1 .
Thirty-two papers were included in the review. Data extracted from selected studies are shown in Table 1 .
| Frequency and course
| Auditory hallucinations
Several studies, but not all, 1, 39 suggested that auditory hallucinations (AHs, including other sounds) were the most frequent type of hallucination in BD, as opposed to visual, olfactory, tactile or gustatory.
40-46
Lifetime AH frequency estimates across BD type 1 diagnoses were reported as between 23% and 31%, 46, 55 were fewer studies conducted with people in depressive mood states, and there were only three studies that directly contrasted AH frequencies across affective subtypes. 46, 55, 57 Higher AH rates in mania were confirmed in these studies, but the differences reported were actually quite modest. Further examination of AH phenomena may therefore be required within the depressive phases of BD. 41, 54 With regard to the time point at which AH might develop in the course of illness in BD, Ryu and colleagues reported that, even for those people whose most recent affective episode was free from psychotic symptoms, one-fifth still experienced AH in the prodromal (early symptomatic) stages of illness, 55 whereas for individuals who had later psychotic experiences within mood episodes, nearly one half said they also heard voices when they first became ill. 55 The results of this study suggest that the presence or absence of hallucinations in early mood episodes need not necessarily predict later recurrence or chronicity in BD. However, the same study also estimated a significantly earlier age of illness onset for BD with psychotic features (P=.05, mean=27 vs 31 years), which is often interpreted as being indicative of more severe variants of illness. 55, 56 There is evidently a requirement for longitudi- However, the results of this study suggest perhaps that AH experiences in BD might be anticipated earlier in the course of illness.
| Delusions
In general, the results indicated that delusions were a more prevalent experience for people with BD than were AHs. Ps, pre-screened for psychotic symptoms; mss, current mood assessed using symptoms scales for mania and depression; pme, previous mood episodes given as % of sample with manic and depressive episodes; mnr, mood not reported; NAP, non-affective psychoses; RDC, research diagnostic criteria; S, strengths; SCZ, schizophrenia; SZD, schizoaffective disorder.
non-clinical populations, delusional ideation may therefore be experienced by individuals with BD independently of other psychotic symptoms, including AH, and need not necessarily be associated with exacerbating illness.
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Nevertheless, several studies confirmed positive correlations between the frequency of hallucinatory experiences and delusions in BD. 40, 43, 47 As expected, this demonstrates that the cascade of neurobiological processes that underpin the experience of hallucinations in BD may typically also lead to accompanying changes in the severity of delusional beliefs.
| Form and content
| Auditory hallucinations
In the most recent study in the review, Toh and colleagues examined the prevalence of three subtypes of AVH in BD and other affective psychoses: voices with negative content, voices conversing in the third person and voices providing a running commentary. 47 All three of these subtypes were endorsed in BD, in current and lifetime estimates, yet at lower rates than in depressive psychosis (DP), schizoaffective disorder (SZD) and SCZ. Principal comparisons in the study were made between BD and DP. Contrary to study hypotheses, lifetime AVH subtype rates were comparable across the two diagnoses and there were also no significant differences in current AVH rates. 47 However, fewer individuals with BD compared to DP reported current negative voices or running commentary over the previous month. 47 Several additional studies confirmed that one-to two-thirds of individuals with BD and hallucinations might report hearing voices conversing or commenting on a person's actions (30−67%). 39, 41, 43, 46, 52, 63 These findings are relevant because voices speaking in the third person, using "he", "she" or "they" as the form of address, together with hearing one's thoughts spoken out loud, were historically thought to be sufficient for a diagnosis of SCZ, but have now been reported across diagnoses. 11, 67 Nonetheless, across the reviewed studies there was the suggestion of a trend towards more frequent "secondperson" voices in BD, using "you" as a form of address, particularly within manic episodes. 42, 68 This is consistent with the International Classification of Diseases 10's description of the typical form of AVH in mania (WHO, 1992). Moreover, it potentially indicates avenues for future research into AVH subtypes in BD, which might include further exploration of commanding hallucinations, speaking directly to the individual, when in mania.
Kumari and colleagues were the only group to attempt to examine specific dimensions of the form of AVH using a clinical assessment instrument, the Psychotic Symptoms Ratings Scale (PSYRATS; Haddock et al.). 42, 69 Although those with "affective psychoses" (mainly mania in BD), scored less than individuals with "non-affective" psychoses on each of the PSYRATS domains that measure, for example, frequency, duration, amount of negative content and amount of distress, they reported greater intensity of distress from AVH. 42 They also reported higher levels of conviction in delusional beliefs. 42 However, these observations may simply represent the fact that hallucinations tend to occur in BD during the most severe periods of illness. Two studies also found that when AHs were experienced in BD they tended to be mood-congruent or "consistent with depressive themes like guilt or illness…or manic themes like inflated worth or power". 
45,46
| Delusions
| Clinical and cognitive correlates 4.3.1 | Socio-demographics
There was some evidence to suggest that psychotic symptoms in BD, 51, 60 and AVH in particular, 43 might be associated with lower levels of education, although people with BD will usually experience their first episode of illness after typical schooling age. 36 This suggests a potentially higher level of social adversity in the experiences of those who go on to develop psychotic symptoms in BD. Alternatively, it may indicate a more severe disease variant, with a longer prodromal period of illness or earlier cognitive dysfunction that might have impacted the ability to access education. Importantly, lower levels of education amongst people with BD and psychotic symptoms have been shown to predict fewer periods of recovery and employment in the future. 60 Bräunig et al.
found that women with BD were significantly more likely than men to experience delusions. 50 More specifically, the researchers observed that delusions involving paranoia/reference and mood-incongruent delusions, respectively, were more marked in women. 50 This potentially suggests an association between female gender and more negative mood states, and indeed women in their study did have more previous episodes of depression than psychotic men. The possibility of a mediating role for depression and anxiety in explaining higher frequencies of mood-incongruent psychotic symptoms and paranoia in study samples has been cited by other researchers.
1,40,48
| Illness outcomes
The significance of hallucinations and delusions in BD for prognosis was an additional clinical focus in several longitudinal studies 44, 51, 54, 60 and retrospective analyses. hallucinations and delusions (general) predicted higher recurrence rates over 2 years and higher overall mood symptom scores in Azorin et al. 51 Indeed, a positive association between psychotic symptoms and worse outcomes in BD was reported in several studies, 49, 53, 58 but not all. 44, 48 Similarly, in comparisons of illness outcomes made across BD with psychotic features and other conditions, no consistent differences were reported. 60, 61, 66 These findings therefore serve to continue a long-standing and unresolved debate about the prognostic significance of psychotic symptoms in BD, as noted in several other studies, e.g. Carlson et al. 58 The issue is unlikely to be clarified without greater specificity and concordance in the measurement of psychotic symptoms and clinical outcomes, and without greater consistency in the sample populations being compared. Keck and colleagues, for example, remarked that high levels of chronicity across their sample may have explained the lack of differences in illness outcomes observed between individuals with and without a history of psychotic episodes. 48 The complicating issue of diagnostic switching was also highlighted by certain studies, with up to 22% of individuals engaged in longitudinal studies having changed diagnosis at follow-up.
53,58
| Clinical correlates
Insight and coping
An association between AH and delusions and reduced insight into illness was further reported by three studies. 40, 42, 62 Clinical insight in each study was assessed using different measures of an individual's general awareness of symptoms, judgement or openness to feedback about illness and self-reflectiveness, for example, using the Beck Cognitive Insight Scale 72 in Kumari et al., 42 the implication being that psychotic symptoms significantly impact information processing in such a way as to impede an individual's ability to distance themselves from symptoms or cognitive difficulties. 73 Indeed, Canuso and colleagues reported that psychotic features within acute mood episodes were associated with reduced insight, over and above the impact of mania. 62 Kumari et al. also reported that, whilst outpatients with affective psychoses (majority BD) had significantly better insight into illness than those with SCZ, some 50% of their sample were still unaware of illness (by contrast to 60% in SCZ). 42 These results suggest potentially differential but compounding influences of manic and psychotic processes on levels of insight, although any supposed causal relationship may also exist in the opposite direction. The prediction of levels of insight is clinically relevant given the acknowledged relationship between insight and responses to treatment. 74 Azorin and colleagues, for example, found that medication compliance was significantly reduced in those with mixed mania by comparison to those with predominately mixed depressive episodes (30.4% complied no more than half the time by contrast with 10.4%, respectively). 51 Several reasons were cited for the difference in medication compliance between BD subtypes, including care management, and attitudes to mood states and to treatment regimes. However, the potential contributions of increased delusions in this group and associated reductions in insight were proposed as influential factors. 51 Ryu and colleagues also found that people with BD who had prodromal psychotic symptoms, by comparison to those who did not, were more likely to engage in denial and blaming coping strategies, which they related to reduced insight and which they found was associated with a longer prodromal period and potentially therefore delayed engagement with treatment services.
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Trauma and attributions
Two studies reported a significant association between childhood abuse and AVH in BD. 46, 77 This is consistent with the literature in SCZ. 75 Several theories have been proposed as to the mechanisms by which trauma may lead to the development of hallucinations and how recurrent AVH may be driven by dysregulation in mood. However, more detailed investigations of the course, phenomenology and correlates of these experiences were notably absent, particularly in the case of AVH.
| Frequency and course
AH rates of between 7% and 67% were reported in the studies reviewed here. 1, 52 Delusions were found in 39−99% of people. 78, 79 As expected, psychotic symptoms were commonly reported in acute mood states 1, 41, 50, 66 and there was some evidence to support the assumption that AVH and delusions are more frequent in mania than depression. 40, 52 The discrepancies in rates observed between studies that examined lifetime AH experiences versus those within a recent mood episode potentially indicate a tendency for longer term, retrospective approaches to underestimate the proportion of people with BD who hallucinate, although, even when measured at the time of an admission, certain studies still found rates that were more conservative than others (e.g. 12%). 40, 52 Factors in addition to the time period over which measurement was taken must therefore be considered when explaining discrepancies in AH frequencies. Most importantly, lower estimates were observed in studies that examined individuals irrespective of mood state or diagnostic mood subtype. 39, 40, 46 Alongside differences in sample and mood characteristics, the use of varied measurements of AH may have affected the rates obtained.
More marginal rate differences might also be attributed to an increased focus specifically on examining auditory "verbal" hallucinations (AVH), within an AH category that might also include sounds.
The results therefore highlight the need for controlled comparison studies, with better characterization of mood state and greater attention to specific subtypes of AVH and delusions.
| Form and content
Examination of the data on the form and content of AVH in BD highlighted a lack of studies examining specific phenomenological characteristics of the experiences in detail. More information was available on the types of delusions in BD relative to mood, with mania being strongly associated with delusions of grandeur 50, 58, 62 and paranoia being more frequent in depression and across lifetime assessments of delusional ideation in BD. 40, 41, 47, 53, 54 More recent research indicated advances towards the assessment of specific subtypes of voices and their potential relationships to delusional themes. 40-42,46,47. Several studies suggested that the content of AVH was more likely to be mood congruent than mood incongruent. 45, 46 However, shortcomings in the mood congruence construct were also noted. Additionally, there was some suggestion that AVH in BD might be more likely to use a second person form of address in mania, 41, 42 although voices conversing and giving commentary in the third person were also frequently reported. 39, 43, 46 Recent research has indicated that there may be no specific feature or property of AVH that is uniquely associated with specific diagnoses. 67 The results of the current review are consistent with this finding. Nevertheless, we did also observe the possibility of shortcomings in the assessment tools available to identify potential differentiating features in AVH in BD versus other conditions. 42 There is some inconsistency to the findings that AVHs may be more frequent in manic episodes, alongside delusions of grandeur; that AVHs are also associated with delusions, yet delusions of grandeur were not reported by any study to correspond to the hallucinations as assessed. It may be that psychotic symptoms associated with manic episodes remain too difficult for individuals to access or researchers to assess. However, it would be worth trying to ask more specific questions about the nature of AVHs experienced within acute mood episodes soon after people have stabilized. Indeed, it has recently been proposed that what might differentiate hallucinatory experiences across mental illnesses may be less likely to be found in the specific content of the perceptual experience itself, but rather in the transformations or alterations of consciousness that give rise to these mental events. 80 Given the relapsing and remitting course of BD and the preponderance of psychotic symptoms within acute mood episodes, this particular illness may offer unique perspectives on the trajectory of phenomenological changes in consciousness that give rise to hallucinatory symptoms.
| Clinical implications
The review of evidence on clinical correlates of psychotic experiences in BD indicated few consistent sociodemographic differences. 43, 50, 51, 59 A wealth of studies assessed if psychotic symptoms in BD were predictive of better or worse outcomes; e.g. 48, 53, 58 However, significant variability in the studies prevented this being determined. The small number of studies that reported on cognitive correlates of AVH and delusions in BD highlighted some directions in which future research might progress to support potentially adapted psychological interventions for the BD population.
First, it was suggested that the experience of psychotic symptoms within early mood episodes in BD may be associated with less adaptive coping styles (e.g. denial/blame), which may delay engagement with treatment. 55 Several further studies reported that psychotic symptoms in BD were associated with reduced insight into illness, potentially over and above the influence of mania. 40, 42, 62 These findings are supportive of the case for early intervention in BD and the provision of tailored psychosocial treatments even at this early stage of illness.
A recent "evidence map" of early intervention psychosocial treatments for BD (assessed in high-risk, first-episode and early-onset groups) indicated several studies, reporting on a proliferation of different cognitive, behavioural, family and interpersonal therapies. 81 However, there were seemingly few interventions that targeted specific cognitive or physiological processes (e.g. mood appraisals, sleep, coping styles or psychotic experiences). 81 Indeed, there are very few high-quality, randomized controlled trials of targeted psychological interventions that have been completed early in the course of BD. 82, 83 This is despite current cognitive models indicating that psychological interventions in BD may be more efficacious if delivered prior to the complicating effects of subsequent mood episodes. 82 Yet evidence is growing to improve our understanding of experiences early in the course of BD 84 and studies are emerging that will specifically assess the suitability and efficacy of targeted psychological interventions during the early phases of illness; e.g. 85, 86 It remains to be seen whether these forthcoming psychological interventions will require components that target, for example, potential anxieties about diagnosis or prognosis, which might follow an early psychotic mood episode, or more intensive work with interpretations of psychotic symptoms as part of more prolonged relapse prevention work. 90, 91 Given the prominence of elevated mood alongside depression in BD, further investigations into the diversity of AVH experiences might contribute to the development of a putative "positive" affective pathway to psychotic symptoms.
| Further considerations from the review
Overall, the results of the review raise the question as to why, in the light of several studies indicating the frequency of psychotic symptoms in BD, there remain comparatively few studies investigating psychotic experiences in more depth for people with this diagnosis.
One possible explanation is that researchers assume that psychotic phenomena, which tend to be more transient in BD than in SCZ, are less clinically relevant, and therefore less important as a target of research, than the mood episodes within which then tend to occur;
i.e. treat the mood instability and the psychotic symptoms will dissipate alongside this. However, this would be to overlook the potential need to work clinically with psychotic phenomenon retrospectively and prospectively in BD, together with the value of research for its own sake to improve our understanding of psychosis. Alternatively, research into psychotic symptoms in BD may simply represent one of the several neglected areas of research that have been previously highlighted within BD.
36
It is likely that methodological issues associated with researching the experience of AVH in BD have posed significant barriers to the progress of research in this area. In relation to the studies reviewed here, specific challenges have already been mentioned, including recall bias associated with retrospective assessments of hallucinations and difficulties assessing and controlling for the influence of mood state characteristics. More broadly, a central concern to the experimental design of future research is whether further examination of psychotic phenomena as they occur within specific diagnoses is even a useful way in which to develop research. New studies are emerging that have chosen to examine AVH as a phenomenon regardless of diagnosis; e.g. 16 This approach seems reasonable given that recent doubts have been raised over the potential that any specific feature of AVH is pathognomic for any particular diagnosis.
67
However, it also seems reasonable to assume that the processes that lead to hallucinatory experiences in Lewy Body dementia are not equi- 67 However, disputes are longstanding regarding the potential continuities and discontinuities between BD, as a mood disorder, and SCZ spectrum conditions. 22, 93 Indeed, the SZD diagnosis emerged to cater for the minority of people who meet diagnostic criteria for both disorders simultaneously.
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It remains to be seen, therefore, whether further studies will be forthcoming that examine AVH within BD specifically, in addition to across diagnoses. However, the results may have fundamental implications for advancing conceptualizations and classifications of mental illness.
| Limitations
The limited period covered (last 20 years) was intended to ensure some comparability in nomenclature and measures employed to facilitate study comparison, but may have also led to some omissions.
Unfortunately, we were also restricted to the English-language press. The search terms generated were intended to capture studies using all possible variants in terminology for BD, AHs and delusions. However, data may have been missed that were embedded in papers referring to psychotic symptoms more generally in BD, or that included BD within samples of other psychoses. No formal quality assessment of studies was conducted because of the broad aims of the review and potential diversity in study design. Hence there is the possibility of some degree of bias in our appraisals of the studies' strengths and weaknesses. Additionally, the main findings reviewed on the clinical and cognitive correlates of AVH and delusions were extracted in a less structured fashion than the data on occurrence and characteristics. It was hoped, however, that this provisional analysis would indicate more specific categories for data extraction in future research.
| CONCLUSIONS
The occurrence of AHs particularly within acute mood episodes in BD is well evidenced and widely acknowledged. Indeed, the distinct mood fluctuations that individuals with BD experience alongside hallucinations add a unique layer of complexity to an already enigmatic phenomenon. Studies conducted over the past 20 years have established that people with BD frequently report certain subtypes of voices that were previously thought to be specific to SCZ. They have also highlighted limitations in the concept of mood congruence which is used to describe AVH in BD. Research has become increasing focused on studying the specific characteristics of AVH in BD. However, we still do not know how the content or form of AVH and associated delusions might differ across predominantly depressive vs manic episodes.
A better understanding of the interplay between mood changes and psychotic experiences might inform the development of theories of AVH. Perhaps because of their typical transience, few studies have assessed how individuals with a BD diagnosis make sense of and respond to hallucinatory experiences to assess whether psychological interventions could be adapted to better meet the needs of this population.
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